
 

SNICK - Round 10  
 
1. A stuffed animal from this man's childhood inspired a supposedly super-cool character 
that he voiced in the short-lived Fox Kids cartoon C-Bear and Jamal. A banker named 
Biderman utterly baffles a criminal played by this man by telling him things like "the horse 
is in the barn" and "the chicken is in the pot" in the film Blank Check; that character is 
named Juice. This man voiced a goanna lizard who sings "If I'm Gonna Eat Somebody (It 
Might As Well Be You)" in (*) FernGully two years before he played Emilio, a Miami cop who 
assists the title character of Ace Ventura: Pet Detective. For 10 points, name this raspy-voiced 
man who also rapped the hits "Wild Thing" and "Funky Cold Medina." 
ANSWER: Tone Lōc (loke) (or Anthony (Terrell) Smith) 
<Vopava, Trends/Miscellany>  
 
2. One song on this album was re-recorded with vocals by William S. Burroughs for an 
X-Files soundtrack. Initial printings of this album unusually had a translucent yellow disc 
tray. A song on this album quickly repeats the phrase "call me when you try to wake her" 
and is based on (*) "The Lion Sleeps Tonight." This album's original name, Star, referenced an 
ornament that appears on its cover, though it was ultimately named for the slogan of Weaver D's, 
a restaurant in Athens, Georgia. A single from this album describes "when the day is long, and 
the night is yours alone," while another poses numerous questions to Andy Kaufmann. "Man on 
the Moon" and "Everybody Hurts" appear on, for 10 points, what 1992 album by R.E.M.? 
ANSWER: Automatic for the People 
<Nelson, Music>  
 
3. Amazing lyrics by this singer include "If the squeaky wheel's always gettin' the grease / 
I'm totally devoted to disturbing the peace." Bobby Zimurski activates a fire extinguisher 
to mimic theatre fog during a rendition of a song by this artist that interrupts a proposal by 
Mazur for "science slumber parties." A father hides in an upright bass case as part of a 
plan to infiltrate a performance by this singer, who is voiced by (*) Tevin Campbell. This 
artist instantly learns how to do "the perfect cast" during a performance of "Eye to Eye," which is 
attended by a dog named Max and his hapless father. "Stand Out" is another hit by, for 10 points, 
what fictional pop star central to A Goofy Movie? 
ANSWER: Powerline 
<Vopava, Movies>  
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4. This character weighs in on a controversy over Three Stooges stamps while serving as 
the acting U.S. President, which occurs after the real president is incapacitated by a zipper 
injury. Frank Zappa, whose work inspired this character, appeared in an episode about 
him as the voice of the Pope. This character's secret identity is that of a hip (*) youth pastor. 
This hero often shouts "leave everything to me!," and asks "are you clinging tenaciously to my 
buttocks?" to people who hold onto him in flight. This character scrapes shavings from himself 
to aid hungry breakfast-eaters. A product that's "jam-packed with Vitamin F" and "tastes just like 
sawdust" is the namesake of, for 10 points, what food-based hero from The Ren & Stimpy Show? 
ANSWER: Powdered Toast Man 
<Nelson, TV>  
 
5. This band produced and starred in To Kill a Dead Man, a spy film featured on some 
versions of their live album from New York's Roseland Ballroom. This group's singer asks 
"Did you sweep us far from your feet" in their song "Cowboys," which appeared on their 
self-titled sophomore album. This band's instrumentalist Geoff (*) Barrow was a studio 
intern during the recording of Blue Lines, the debut of Massive Attack. A town near Bristol 
inspired the name of this band, whose fragile-voiced singer Beth Gibbons noted on another 
single that "nobody loves me, it's true, none like you." For 10 points, name this trip hop band 
who included "Glory Box" and "Sour Times" on their seminal 1994 album Dummy. 
ANSWER: Portishead 
<Nelson, Music> 
 
6. Lorenzo Ferrero wrote a chamber piece inspired by this novel titled for its "Spies." 
Much like a 1991 novel by the same author, this novel features a cameo by Alison Poole 
from Jay McInerney's Story of My Life. This novel's protagonist is tasked with tracking 
down Jamie Fields, a double agent in a terrorist organization. This novel's author 
considered suing the makers of (*) Zoolander over its similarities to this novel, including its 
protagonist, the model Victor Ward. Critics of this novel alleged its horror elements may have 
been lazily recycled from American Psycho. Unending pop culture references appear in, for 10 
points, what novel mocking celebrity culture by Bret Easton Ellis? 
ANSWER: Glamorama 
<Nelson, Trash Lit>  
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7. Shepard Smith made his screen debut as a media reporter in this film. One character in 
this film dies after leaping from a subway car and throwing an unconscious man off of his 
shoulders, after which he weirdly melts. After the events of this film, a structure central to 
it is renamed (*) Mount Wilshire. Don Cheadle plays an assistant to this film's protagonist, the 
head of an emergency management office whose daughter was played by Gaby Hoffmann. This 
film also co-stars Anne Heche as a scientist alarmed by the sudden heating of a lake, which 
precedes activity at the nearby La Brea Tar Pits. "The Coast is Toast" was the tagline of, for 10 
points, what film starring Tommy Lee Jones as a guy who deals with lava in Los Angeles? 
ANSWER: Volcano 
<Nelson, Movies>  
 
8. A diner visible in this game supposedly used to be a diner car on the Manley Railroad, a 
nod to this game's developer, Manley & Associates. At that diner, players of this game can 
swat flies whose bloody remains stay stuck to the menu for the rest of the game. Friz 
Farflung is a white-haired government researcher in this game who often thwarts the 
player during auction sequences that are accessed by (*) clicking on roadside signs. 
First-time players of this game are often horrified upon watching an egg miss a basket and 
shatter into pieces, thus squandering the $25,000 they saved up to purchase a Vegasaurus 
["Vegas"-SOR-uss]. For 10 points, name this educational game about operating a zoo for 
Mesozoic-era reptiles. 
ANSWER: DinoPark Tycoon 
<Vopava, Video Games>  
 
9. The man who ostensibly approved these things appeared in one of them wearing a #15 
Charlotte Hornets uniform. A man in red sunglasses crawls out of a television in one of 
these works, which were created by the Houston-based company Pen & Pixel. One of these 
things with a gold border was used for a work titled (*) My Balls and My Word and also 
depicts two tigers. These things almost always included a lengthy list headed with the word 
"featuring." Another of these things prominently depicts a platinum credit card and reads Charge 
It 2 Da Game in a basic font. For 10 points, name these ridiculous and poorly-made images that 
adorn works by Silkk the Shocker and other labelmates of Master P. 
ANSWER: No Limit Records album covers (accept Pen & Pixel album covers before mention; 
accept Master P album covers before "sunglasses"; prompt by asking "from who?" on less 
specific answers like "rap album covers" or "album covers") 
<Nelson, Music>  
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10. A notable parody of this work co-stars a young Eric Stonestreet as a fake doctor and 
supposedly depicts its central figure doing a backflip on a beach. This work preposterously 
opens by noting that courage is "something shared by countless Americans." The 
aforementioned parody of this work replaced its central product with (*) Pepsi. The man in 
this work appeared in it after recovering from prostate cancer, during which he was concerned 
about side effects. That man appears in this work in a fancy-looking hallway and notes that it's "a 
little embarrassing" to talk about a certain condition. For 10 points, name this advertisement in 
which a 1996 presidential candidate peddled an erectile dysfunction pill. 
ANSWER: Bob Dole's Viagra commercial (accept descriptive answers mentioning both Bob 
Dole (or Robert Joseph Dole) and Viagra or Sildenafil) 
<Nelson, TV>  
 
11. When asked for advice on mantlepiece decor, a daughter in this film prefers a rifle 
because "it's a symbol of virility." In this film, Mr. Guttman always insists "she never says 
that!" each time his wife venomously says "son of a bitch" about a doctor who supposedly 
stole their dream house. A character in this film is left in the woods tied to explosives, but 
frees himself using (*) "Baby Steps." This film's title character carries his goldfish Gil in a 
mason jar while traveling by bus to Lake Winnepesaukee [win-ih-puh-SAW-kee], where he 
befriends the vacationing family of his arrogant psychiatrist, Leo Marvin. Richard Dreyfuss 
co-stars in, for 10 points, what 1991 film whose crazy title character is played by Bill Murray? 
ANSWER: What About Bob? 
<Vopava, Movies>  
 
12. This character often appeared in a sign-off saying "parting is such sweet sorrow." In a 
direct-to-video release, this character travels with his best friend's insufferable family to 
the amusement park HappyWorldLand. In one opening sequence, this character bursts out 
of a vacuum cleaner. A "baby" version of this character insists to his mother that it's his 
turn to push the (*) button to an elevator, which then "goes down the hole." In an animated 
They Might Be Giants video, this character plays the role of "Particle Man," from which he flees 
and undresses down to his typical white tank top. Hampton J. Pig is a best friend of, for 10 
points, what attention-loving duck in Tiny Toon Adventures? 
ANSWER: Plucky Duck 
<Nelson, TV>  
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13.  Bobby Bender appears in two lists in this document, including one that puts Bender 
with "Hoss, Alan, Austin, Mike, Craig" and others in the category of "golfing buddies." 
This document muses "what can I say?" and claims "God brought you to me, I now see" in 
regards to Paula Barbieri. This text explains why its author "took the heat" for a crime on 
New Year's Eve in (*) 1989. Eunice, the mother of this document's author, collapsed after 
hearing it read aloud. The abbreviaton "A.C." in this text is a reference to Al Cowlings. This 
document insists that "everyone understand, I have nothing to do with" a certain act. For 10 
points, name this text that was read on live TV on June 17, 1994 by Robert Kardashian. 
ANSWER: O. J. Simpson's suicide letter (accept answers identifying an alleged suicide note 
written by Orenthal James Simpson; accept answers like O.J.'s letter) 
<Vopava, Trends/Miscellany> 
 
14. One song from this album lists "chicken and orange juice" and an "occasional potato 
by Ore-Ida" as part of a tour rider. A performer on this album considered retiring before 
its creation due to a recent diabetes diagnosis. One of this album's singles has a verse 
boasting "like Ringling Brothers, I'll daze and astound" and claims that "we've got" a (*) 
certain genre. A song on this album was the first major work to feature Busta Rhymes and 
includes shouts of "here we go, yo" and asks "so what's" the title entity. Midnight Marauders 
followed this 1991 album, which was the first by its group to prominently feature Phife Dawg. 
"Jazz (We Got)" and "Scenario" appear on, for 10 points, what sophomore album by A Tribe 
Called Quest? 
ANSWER: The Low End Theory 
<Nelson, Music>  
 
15. A character in this film gave up on writing a thesis titled "Tuna and You: The Early 
Years." One of this film's protagonists is hit in the head with a book to get out of going to a 
party and has a mother played by Patty Hearst. This film's antagonist makes a large 
supply of bombs out of coconuts. This film features the first on-screen appearance of (*) 
Tenacious D, as well as the scientist Petra von Kant played by Kylie Minogue. "Squirrel" and 
"Stubs" are the protagonists of this film, who somehow believe its title location is a shopping 
mall. Stephen Baldwin plays half of a pair of environment-hating idiots in, for 10 points, what 
film in which he and Pauly Shore are trapped in a research structure? 
ANSWER: Bio-Dome 
<Nelson, Movies>  
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16. This company released several sports-themed PDA's for kids as part of its ridiculously 
named Super Data Blaster product line. The Talkboy, a cassette device used by Kevin in 
Home Alone 2, was created by this company. After being acquired by Hasbro, this 
company developed and released the Furby. This company released a series of trivia games 
called (*) Quiz Wiz as well as the failed wearable video game console R-Zone. Button layouts 
resembling pluses and equal signs were commonly used by a line of products by this company, 
which included highly simplified versions of Sonic the Hedgehog and Double Dragon. For 10 
points, name this maker of numerous handheld games with a feline name. 
ANSWER: Tiger Electronics (accept Tiger Toys) 
<Nelson, Video Games>  
 
17. This character throws a "Hey Death, Get a Life" party featuring a band made of 
former U.S. presidents. This man reveals his real last name is Scabies while discussing 
another illness being named for him. A statue of this man claims that "he is life" and 
attracts numerous pigeons. While running for president, this man vows to put (*) Merle 
Haggard on the Supreme Court and, thanks to his speechwriter, calls for the tarring and 
feathering of Arnold Schwarzenegger. This former Chicken & Waffles proprietor employs a 
chain-smoking hairdresser named Doris and an overweight host of the series Coming Attractions. 
For 10 points, name this mustachioed billionaire and boss of Jay Sherman on The Critic. 
ANSWER: Duke Phillips (accept either) 
<Nelson, TV>  
 
18. A landmark in this town reportedly has a constantly-changing diameter but an 
unchanging radius, and inside of it, the weather is "always 67 degrees with a 40% chance 
of rain." One of this town's leaders remarks, "Remember how much we got egged last 
year?" while determining where to place potential snipers. "If you're thirsty," you should 
"drive in and get a Coke" at this town's (*) Dairy Queen, according to Libby Mae Brown. 
Sheila Albertson also lives in this town, and sings "Stool Boom" and "Nothing Ever Happens on 
Mars" after she and her husband Ron are cast in Corky St. Clair's amateur musical about this 
town's history. For 10 points, name this Midwestern town depicted in Waiting for Guffman. 
ANSWER: Blaine, Missouri 
<Vopava, Movies>  
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19. "Paco Delicious" was an early version of this character that had to be altered due to 
concerns over ethnic insensitivity. In a special "Holiday" episode, this character yelled 
"Merry Christmas, may I get you a cup of hot fat?" The portrayer of this character 
referenced himself via the line, "The actor who plays Superdude is very handsome." A 
terrace that looks out on the (*) Eiffel Tower was always visible behind this character, who 
hosted "Semi-Educational Moments" while wearing a yellow slicker and swim fins in a bubble 
bath. For 10 points, name this character played by Kenan Thompson who taught "Everyday 
French" in a recurring segment on All That and was named for a dish made from snails. 
ANSWER: Pierre Escargot (prompt on "Pierre") 
<Vopava, TV>  
 
20. One song by this group has a chorus consisting of counting to 100 in multiples of five. 
The memoir The Book of Drugs details the drug addiction of this band's singer, who later 
released the album Haughty Melodic. The Tommy Boy soundtrack included a song by this 
band about a man who "drives a plane (*) into the Chrysler Building," curiously titled "Is 
Chicago, Is Not Chicago." This band insisted "you don't use words like that" in "St. Louise is 
Listening," a song from their final album, El Oso. Other songs by this band demand to "take the 
elevator to the mezzanine" and describe how "I don't need to walk around" in the title fashion. 
Mike Doughty fronted, for 10 points, what band behind the hits "Circles" and "Super Bon Bon"? 
ANSWER: Soul Coughing 
<Nelson, Music>  

 


